
CHECKLIST FOR INDIVIDUAL/EAAP GRANT FUNDING 

 

___________________________________  _______________________________  ________________________ 

Name of Applicant    Discipline   Types of Application       
 

NO. DOCUMENT/ INFORMATION REQUIRED TICK COMMENTS 

1. The athlete’s EAAP/ Individual Grant application form must be 

properly filled out with NGB’s and TTOC’s endorsement 

signature and stamp, including signed by the athlete. This would 

include the submission of the Athlete’s Profile, Coach’s Report, 

and Medical Report. 

I. Detailed Budget showing forecasted expenses’ 

II. Athlete’s medical certificate/ report (valid for three  

(3) months) 

III. Athlete’s training preparation schedule. 

IV. Report from coaches/ trainer 

V. Athlete’s profile report 

  

2. Letter/ Proposal of Request for Assistance   

(Signed & addressed to the Permanent Secretary) 

  

3. Submit a detailed budget for the event/ activity (two 

quotations for each line item requested from the ministry, 

original document, stamped and signed). Also where 

applicable Quotation for Registration Fees (original and 

signed) 

  

4. Submit information on applications to other Government 

Agencies of funding received including evidence of 

fundraising and a list of sponsors. 

  

5. Submit the address or location of the event, the programme 

of events where necessary and fixtures that are required. 

Also, to submit a letter of invitation from the host 

organization where applicable. 

  

6. Submit a letter of endorsement from the relevant NGB.  

• Must state where applicable parental/guardian 

consent for participants under 18, Para Athletes, 

Special Athletes, include copies of the passport bio-

data page and/or birth papers where applicable. 

  



• Must state the athlete's current world and national 

ranking Achievements/ medals for the previous 

fiscal. Validation of athlete’s current world ranking 

(print and folio the international ranking results ) 

• Athlete’s best time. 

TTOC endorsement letter addressed to be Permanent 

Secretary 

7. Submit a copy of Trinidad and Tobago national ID, this 

would include athletes that are located/ residing abroad and 

submit a copy of the passport bio-data page, visa page and 

stamp of departure. Athletes residing within Trinidad and 

Tobago only submit a copy of their ID. 

  

8. Submit a letter of the statement of representative/s, which 

reside within Trinidad and Tobago (name, telephone 

number, email address).   

Verify banking information by sending an email with the 

correct spelling of your name and name on the bank 

account, or submit a bank statement, white off account 

number must be stamped and signed by the bank. 

  

9. Activity and Financial Report for Previous MSYA and MSCD 

grants where applicable. 

  

10. Please note all documents, certificates etc. must be stamped 

and signed where necessary. 

  

 

 

Assessed by:___________________________________________  ______________________________________ 

  NAME IN BLOCK LETTERS    SIGNATURE 
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